
                                        

Your Village: Parenting Beyond Discipline 
#44: Parenting Q&A: Toddler Screentime  & Toddler Using Hurtful Words 

Transcript 

Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

In today’s episode I’m going to catch up on some parenting questions that have come 
in and share them with all of my listeners since these are common struggles that I get 
asked frequently. Some of you may be dealing with these now or may just be curious 
what to do once you do experience them. 

The first question today about toddlers and screentime is from Skylar. 

Skylar shared, “I am practicing the zero screen time except for using Skype or 
FaceTime with relatives who live very far from us. I have a couple of questions. 

One. I sometimes come across situations that aren't black and white. For example, my 
baby stares at my screen 
 • When I am texting a friend 
 • When I am using any essential apps like baby feeding tracker, Uber, Podcasts, 

Weather, etc. 
 • When I am working on my laptop (reading/writing emails, reading/writing 

documents) 
 • When I take selfies of me and my baby 
Which of these scenarios are acceptable?  

Two. As much as I put away my phone when not needed, my work entails that I am on 
call even after business hours. For now, my baby finds the bright screens fascinating 
whenever he gets a chance to stare at them for a few seconds. As he gets older, I know 
he will want to grab my phone and play with it. (I've seen my sister and my 12 month 
old niece.) Is there any way to mitigate/manage the constant bickering of "no, this is an 
adult device" then prying it out of his hand for 50 times a day? Is this an unavoidable 
situation?  

Your feedback will be much appreciated. Thanks in advance!” 



                                        

These are great questions.  Yes, screens are so enthralling for young minds and, as you 
have seen can be a very slippery slope. 

First, I’ll answer your exact questions and then give some general thoughts and 
guidelines so you can decide how much to temper your use around your infant.  

First I would say, all of those 4 scenarios are acceptable. It’s not necessary to 
completely change our lives so that our kids don’t see a screen at all, for even a split 
second. So if you are meeting a friend or setting up plans and you need to text, text. If 
it’s something that can wait until later, try to do that.  

Apps are helpful, work is a necessity and selfies are fun for sharing and will remind you 
of so many things you will forget down the road! 

So here are some guidelines and thoughts. 

Think of the rules you will want to have in place as he ages. For us it’s things like, 
absolutely no screens at mealtimes so we have always put our phones away at 
mealtimes. This way it’s always a family habit and will be the norm so it makes a lot less 
room to create a battleground about it once our kids have their own phones. 

Our other rule is that people (overall with some rare exceptions) in front of us come 
first. A few seconds to respond to someone coming over who’s lost or making plans for 
later that day, a response to a work email. Otherwise we try to do it when the kids are 
occupied. This can drastically cut down on their insistence on using it or having a turn. 
In your case, saving as much as you can for nap times would be optimal, but I know not 
always possible. 

As he ages, and you set the boundaries about phones being for adults and the less you 
allow him to watch videos and don’t have any games of interest, it will make those 
battles much fewer and farther between. 

Really, the main takeaway I like parents to get is that kids need to be playing and 
interacting with their world to learn and grow. Parents need to be reading, playing 
with, singing and talking to their kids for their optimal growth. As long as parents aren’t 
expecting that kids are learning from tv or screen time (and that iPad apps for toddlers 
not only not help, but can be detrimental to fine motor development and take time 
away from play that does develop the social and physical skills they need to advance in 
their development) then a few minutes of screen time here or there is not bad. If one 
needs a shower, or just a short break, it’s OK. It’s just not good to rely on it for too long 



                                        

or expect that it’s a positive thing. So I’m sure you are doing a wonderful job enriching 
his world in all the ways that are beneficial to his growth. 

If you haven’t watched the class on kids and media, I strongly recommend that one so 
that you can learn about the guidelines by age and how to set boundaries to adhere to 
them. Since using those stricter guidelines will greatly aid in keeping the screen time at 
bay throughout childhood. Let me know if you have any other questions as follow ups 
to this or otherwise. 

I will share a story about our oldest and screen time. We were determined not to let 
him see a screen for his first 2 years of life. He was a very high needs baby and didn’t 
sleep AT ALL, unless he was snuggled up on someone. Actually he would scream 
bloody murder the moment you put him down, even just to go use the bathroom! At 
night, he would sleep for 40 minutes at a time, even at 4 months old, when he was on 
his own. We needed to figure out how to teach him to sleep longer and on his own. 
We got a book, “Sleeping Through the Night" and I couldn’t read it because he was so 
needy. So I got so desperate that pulled out the Baby Einstein dvds that someone gave 
us as a gift and stuck him in front of it for 40 minutes so I could read just enough to get 
started with him that night. He had never been so quiet for so long without being 
attached to one of us. He just stared at the screen, mesmerized! We could see why 
parents could get attached to technology. But that did end up being the only time we 
let him watch tv. Now he’s a crazy, highly active, highly intelligent kid. But boy was he 
hard as a baby! 

The next question comes from Marie about her 2 year old son. 

"I have a son who is two years four months old. He is very intelligent and speaks in 
complete sentences. He looks much older and acts older than his age. I believe this 
makes others think that he should act older than a two-year-old. He is usually very 
obedient, but of course he says "no" and wants his independence and his own way a 
lot of the time.  

Your podcasts and online classes have been extremely helpful. However, there is a 
certain circumstance that we are going through, and we need help with it. Lawson tells 
his father, his grandparents, his nanny, and me that he does not like us, he does not 
love us, and/or to go away. These statements are not sporadic, but he says them daily 
and has been doing so for the past 4 to 6 months.  Sometimes it is obvious that he 
does not mean it, because when we get up and leave to show him that his words have 
meaning, he cries and says, "Don't leave, don't leave!" However, at other times, he 
really does want the other person to leave. For instance, sometimes when I am holding 



                                        

him and snuggling with him, and my mother (his grandmother, "YaYa") comes into the 
room, he exclaims,  "Go away! I don't like you!" It is obvious that he may be thinking 
  that YaYa will take him from me or that he simply wants to be with me alone, so we 
have tried telling him to use words that explain what he really means. We coach him to 
say things like "Yaya, I want to be with Mama alone." This has not worked, even though 
he has the vocabulary to say these things. It has gotten to the point that it is very 
hurtful to those who hear his words, and it is affecting the relationship between Lawson 
and the person to whom he is saying these rude statements. He also says this to me 
50% of the time when I get home from work, saying, "Go away, Mama," but when I do, 
he runs after me and wants to hug me. My husband and I and all of our loved ones are 
very confused and hurt about this situation. We have tried everything we can think of 
including: 
1. Trying Extinction (ignoring it) 
2. Turning it into somewhat of a game by telling him, "I don't want to go away, why 
don't YOU go away?" Sometimes, he laughs about this, and he always responds with 
"No, I don't want to go away." At other times, our playfulness annoys him, and he just 
gets louder with his demands of "Go away!" 
3. Telling him that his words are hurtful and that he is not to say that anymore. 
4. Following natural consequences: Leaving the room when he says "Go away! I don't 
like you!" This either causes him to cry and chase after the person, or it makes him feel 
like he has won the battle because whoever he wanted to leave has done so. However, 
he does not seem to fully comprehend what he is doing, because when the person 
leaves, he asks (for example), "Where did Dada go? Where did Dada go?!?" 
5. Telling him, "Well, I like (love) you, and I don't want to go away." 
6. Coaching him to use different words to explain what he may really mean.  
7. Distracting him by replying, "I want to play with you! Come on, Lawson, let's go to 
the playroom and play!!" 

Nothing has worked, and he continues to say these things. We are a very loving family 
who spends quality time together every day. We have routines, we read together, we 
snuggle, we give family hugs, and we play together. Lawson's father and grandparents 
and nanny are wonderful people who love him very much and spend lots of quality 
time with him. 

It is hard for me to watch my husband get home from work and cry because his only 
child has told him, "I don't love you anymore." (My husband has only cried really hard 
about it once, but my husband is learning to toughen up. This actually scares me 
somewhat, because I don't want Lawson's hurtful words to affect his relationship with 
Lawson.) 



                                        

Do you have any advice?” 

So first, I want to assure you that your son’s behavior is very normal. He is a very verbal, 
very smart little guy and so his verbal ability is beyond his social-emotional 
development. 

First, the positives: 
He is very verbal and does so with more sophistication than usual for his age.  

He is expressing his feelings and doing so very well.  

This is all good. Whereas other toddlers his age, might get overwhelmed under such 
circumstances and instead have complete melt-downs and be unable to verbalize their 
frustrations. 

First, I want to help you understand and help you help everyone else understand that 
it’s not personal and to not take it personally. Easier said than done, I know. He doesn’t 
fully understand what he’s saying. What he means more times than not are things like, 
“I’m feeling very tired and overwhelmed or sick and I really just want mommy right 
now.” or “I’m feeling overwhelmed and would like to be alone.” or “I’m exhausted and 
this is too many people in my space. I’d like to just cuddle with mommy.” But obviously 
that’s way too much for a 2 year old to even understand, let alone communicate. So 
start with understanding that he’s feeling tired, overwhelmed, and/or exhausted and 
rather than having a tantrum, he is using words and this is good. 

So here are the steps to use: 

1. Start with empathy: “I hear that you are feeling very tired right now and want to be 
alone” or “It sounds like you are feeling overwhelmed and just want to cuddle with 
mommy.” 

2. Explain that words like “go away” can hurt people’s feelings and coach him to say, “I 
want to be alone with mommy please.”  Also understand that this is asking a lot but it’s 
important to start coaching and teaching it now. The more repetition the better, and 
the sooner he will start to use it. It’s nice if you can get it, but don’t expect it to be 
commonplace for a while. 

3. During quiet times, when he’s not feeling overwhelmed are the best times to teach 
about these types of lessons. So in the morning when he's fresh or just after a nap and 
snack you can talk about it. “Remember last night when you told daddy to go away 



                                        

because you wanted mommy alone?” “That hurt daddy’s feelings. It makes daddy feel 
sad. So let’s practice using nicer words like 'I want mommy to put me to bed tonight’” 
Again, don’t expect him to get this for a while. Toddlers are very honest, very blunt at 
times and just say whatever comes to mind. It doesn’t mean they don’t like the person 
but in that moment, they prefer someone else or prefer to be alone. This also doesn’t 
meant that you have to give what he asks for. If you have been with him all day or you 
have put him to bed that past 2 nights in a row, it’s OK to say, tonight is daddy’s turn, 
kiss him goodnight and walk out. It sucks to be the parent who is feeling rejected. But 
having both parents spend time with him is very important to build that bond so don’t 
feel bad about listening to his feelings but then following through with “this is the plan 
for tonight," even if he’s upset.  

When it is just you and he says he wants to be alone, you can just simply say “OK” and 
get up and go. I know you said he gets upset. But this is the time to teach that those 
words have consequences. I think in this case, he’s probably testing about how much 
control/power he has. “Go” “now come back I didn’t mean it!” So if he says, “go” you 
can take him at his word and go do something, laundry, dishes, general organizing. 
Then you can let him know, “You told me you wanted to be alone so I left. I’m busy 
right now. I’ll be with you in a few minutes.” Just continue keeping yourself busy, 
without engaging or just continue saying, “I’ll be with you in a few minutes.” Then in a 
couple minutes you can join him again, pick him up, whatever. Then let him know when 
he tells you to go away that you will go find something else to do. It should stop 
relatively quickly because if he doesn’t mean it, once he realizes you will take him at his 
word, he’ll stop. If he does say it and mean it and you go keep yourself busy for several 
minutes and he leaves you alone, then he did mean it. But it won’t last long and soon 
will come to get you. That’s when you can coach about how everyone wants to be 
alone sometimes but we want to use nicer words, “I would like to be alone please.” 

Hopefully this all makes sense. 

Let me know if I missed anything or you have followup questions. Most important thing 
to remember is he is very young and loves you and everyone in the family very much 
but as a verbal toddler will need coaching on socially acceptable ways of sharing his 
feelings. 

Next week I will be covering a topic that relates to the resolution I covered last week. I 
really wanted to have time to get into it last week but realized that it warrants it’s own 
episode and that is about giving ourselves permission to feel sexy as parents. This goes 
for moms and dads. Being married and being bogged down in the day to day tasks of 
running a household and family can pretty much zap any feeling of sexuality from most 



                                        

of us, especially if you have really young kids. So it takes some intention and focus. 
Frankly, I think it’s kind of fun topic. I also have another question I didn’t get a chance 
to get to today. So if I have time I’ll also answer and share the question and the answer 
I gave to a mom asking about nighttime struggles with both her toddlers. 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, you can send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next time!
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